
At a glance

Location:

Job ID: 372504

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 1-3 years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: 372504
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Francisca Dias
Talent Attraction Manager

Product Development Engineer - Mechanical 
Designer (f/m/div)*

Job description
With the growth of Infineon in Hungary we are now looking for a Product Development 
Engineer to join us in our new GIP R&D site in Budapest. If you have a passion for 
product development and mechanical design this is the right opportunity for you! You 
will have the opportunity to join a high skilled and dynamic growing team.

As a Product Development Engineer, you will define/design, evaluate and modify 
mechanical parts of IGBT modules, according to norms and Infineon design rules. You 
will collaborate in project teams, being in close alignment with colleagues from the 
production departments as well as other Infineon sites like Warstein. 

 In your new role you will:

Create  (derivation from 3D components) and  and drawings design components
;assemblies in 3D

Perform  and  in the field of tolerances;tolerance analysis statistical correlations

Evaluate, design and create  taking part of DFMEAs requirement specifications,
and risk assessments;

Plan  and complete/support mechanical mechanical characterization plans
characterization;

Analyze and evaluate results of ;measurement reports

Ensure all the documentation regarding technical specifications and work 
instructions.

Profile
You are a strong team player that enjoys sharing knowledge and to cooperate in order 
to achieve top results. You have strong analytical skills and attention to details at all 
time. Your innovative and creative thinking allows you to come up with efficient 
solutions and new ideas, even when under pressure. 

You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

University degree in , , Mechanical Engineering Mechatronics Engineering
 or similar. With knowledge in constructionManagement Engineering

/manufacturing technology/product development fields;

At least 1 year of experience in  and ;3D designing drawing creation

Experience working with   and , would be valued;I nventor Vault

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Experience working with   and , would be valued;I nventor Vault

Knowledge of ;tolerance systems

Previous experience with , as a plus.power modules applications

Fluency in  and  as mandatory; German would be an English Hungarian
advantage.

Please, Send us your CV in English.

Benefits

 Wide range of training offers & planning of career development; Budapest:
International assignments; Different career paths: Project Management, 
Technical Ladder, Management & Individual Contributor; Holiday child care; On-
site canteen; Corporate pension benefits; Performance bonus; Reduced price for 
public transport; Possibility to work remotely from abroad (EU)

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

 – Green Industrial Power (GIP) empowers a world of unlimited green energy –

Power semiconductors play a crucial role in increasing efficiency and reducing energy 
losses along the whole energy conversion chain. 

As the global leader in power semiconductors,  delivers pioneering Infineon GIP
products, solutions and services for smart and efficient energy generation, 
transmission, storage, and use. We strive to make this planet a greener place where 
sufficient energy is accessible to everyone – wherever and whenever it is needed. 

 for more information about working at GIP with interesting employee and Click here
management insights and an overview with more #GIPDreamJobs. 

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other 
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon 

 we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/careers/working-at-infineon/ipcdreamjob/
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